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While the English did not, upon first arrival in the New World, have modern notions of “race”—in which 
humankind is divided into groups associated with skin color—or racism—-an ideology based on the idea 
that some races are inherently superior to others and entitled to rule over them—the English did view 
other peoples, such as the Irish, Native Americans, and Africans as uncivilized, pagan, and savage and 
animal-like. At that time, the English, like other Europeans, tended to divide humanity between those were 
either civilized or barbarian, or Christian or non-Christian. Yet Africans, because of their skin color, 
religion, and social practices were seen by the English as “enslaveable” in a way that poor Englishmen 
were not.

Slavery has existed for almost all of human history. It was central to ancient Greece and Rome and 
survived in northern Europe among Germans, Vikings, and Anglo-Saxons after the Roman Empire’s 
collapse. Although slavery existed in the 1600s in the Mediterranean and Africa, it was quite different from 
the plantation form of slavery that developed in the Americas, in which large numbers of slaves were 
brought together for very demanding agricultural labor under a single owner. The large numbers of slaves 
increased the dangers of slave rebellion and invited harsh discipline. Unlike in Africa, the death rate was 
higher, and African slaves who became free still had a skin color that whites associated with slavery, and 
thus were marked as unworthy of equality in a free society.
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Between 1700 and 1750, blacks went from more than 10 percent to almost 50 percent of the colony’s 

population—and almost all were slaves. Several factors contributed to the growth of slavery in Virginia. In 

1705, Virginia’s legislature adopted a new slave code, embedding white supremacy in law, clearly defining 

black slaves as property and sharply limiting the freedom of free and enslaved blacks. Virginia had shifted 

from being a “society with slaves,” in which slavery was just one labor system among other systems, to a 

“slave society,” in which slavery was central to the society and economy.
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Relied on New England, Ohio Valley, and Mid Atlantic states to process their raw crops

Southern per capita income – 4th in world, behind UK, Australia, North US
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By the mid-eighteenth century, there were three distinct slave systems in British North America: tobacco-based plantation slavery in the 

Chesapeake, rice-based plantation slavery in South Carolina and Georgia, and non-plantation slavery in New England and the Middle 

Colonies.

The tobacco plantations of the Chesapeake, where nearly half of the region’s population in 1770 were slaves, was the largest and oldest of 

the three. Extending deep inland, slavery in Virginia existed on large plantations and many small farms. Slavery had created the Chesapeake 

elite, a landed gentry who dominated the region’s society and politics in conjunction with merchants in the tobacco trade and lawyers 

defending the interests of slaveholders. Slavery transformed Chesapeake society into an elaborate hierarchy of degrees of freedom: large 

planters at the top, lesser planters and landowning yeomen below them, and at the bottom a large population of indentured servants, tenant 

farmers, convicts, and slaves.

The rice plantation system of slavery that developed in South Carolina and Georgia first relied on Indian slaves, some of whom the colony 

exported, along with deerskins and furs. Some tribes, like the Creeks, first participated in the Indian slave trade, starting wars with other 

tribes just to secure captives for the trade. But the Creeks and other Indian tribes, fearing enslavement and other English abuses, rebelled, 

and this encouraged Carolina colonists to turn elsewhere for their labor force.

Rice cultivation in the low country of South Carolina prompted the importation of African slaves there, and led to a growing racial divide 

between whites and blacks. South Carolina was the first colony to have a black majority. By the 1730s, when North Carolina became its own 

colony, two-thirds of its population was black. Indigo, a crop used for blue dye, also became a staple crop there in the 1740s, and was 

cultivated on slave plantations. Africans, familiar with the crop at home, actually taught the colonists how to grow rice. As opposed to the 



Chesapeake, where slaves worked constantly in gangs, slaves on the rice plantations worked in the “task” system, assigned dai ly jobs which, once 

completed, gave them time for leisure or crops of their own.

Rice cultivation also developed in Georgia, founded in 1733 by philanthropists led by James Oglethorpe, a wealthy reformer who favored the abolition 
of slavery. Oglethorpe wanted to create a colony in which the “worthy poor” of England could find economic opportunity; the British government 
wanted the colony as a defensive barrier against the Spanish and their Indian allies in Florida. Although the colony initially banned liquor and slaves, 
many of its settlers wanted both, and by the 1740s, colonists were appealing for the English liberty of self-government in order to have slaves. In 
1751, Georgia’s proprietors surrendered the colony to the crown, which repealed the ban on slavery and liquor. Georgia quickly came to resemble 
South Carolina, with large rice plantations supporting a wealthy planter class that dominated the colony.

Compared to the plantation areas, New England and the middle colonies were mostly areas of small farms were slavery was not central. Slaves were 
only a small percentage of the population, and even wealthy families rarely owned more than one slave. Slaves worked as farm labor, in artisan 
shops, on the docks, and as personal servants. Slaves in the North, however, sometimes had more legal rights than their southern counterparts; in 
New England, slaves could not be severely physically punished, slaves could bring suits in court, and slave marriages were recognized. A significant 
number of slaves were present in New York and Philadelphia, although many employers of slave labor turned to wage labor in the years before the 
American Revolution
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Africans brought to the mainland colonies in the eighteenth century were very diverse, coming from 

different African cultures, with different languages and religions. For most of the eighteenth century, the 

majority of American slaves were born in Africa, and a truly “African-American”  people with a cohesive 

culture shaped by African, European, and American influences emerged only very gradually, through the 

common experience of slavery.

The three different slave systems in British North America produced distinct African-American cultures. In 

the Chesapeake, a healthy climate led to natural reproduction of the slave population, allowing for a 

balanced sex ratio that created family-centered slave communities. Continuously exposed to white 

culture, slaves here learned English and were influenced by religious revivalism. In South Carolina and 

Georgia, the harsh rice plantations created a very different culture. Their low birthrate led to continuous 

slave imports, and since slaves seldom encountered whites and had more autonomy than those on other 

kinds of plantations, they were able to create a more African culture. In the northern colonies, where 

slaves were a small part of the population and dispersed as individuals or small groups throughout the 

white population, a distinctive African-American culture developed slowly.
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The market revolution and westward expansion, which occurred simultaneously in the North and South, 

increased divisions between these sections. Perhaps the most dynamic characteristic of America’s 

economy in the early nineteenth century was the birth of the Cotton Kingdom. The early Industrial 

Revolution in England was based in cotton textile factories, which demanded a huge amount of cotton. 

The Deep South was suited to growing cotton, and once Eli Whitney, in 1793, invented the cotton gin, 

which quickly separated cotton from seeds, cotton production quickened, became very profitable, and 

spread. Whitney’s invention, along with new western lands and factory demand for cotton, revolutionized 

American slavery. Once expected to die out with tobacco, slavery was expanded by cotton.

When Congress outlawed the Atlantic slave trade in 1808, a massive internal trade in slaves grew in the 

United States, in which slaves in the older slave states of Maryland, Virginia, and South Carolina were 

sold to the newer slave areas of the Deep South. Between 1800 and 1860, about 1 million slaves were 

sold and forcibly moved west in the internal slave trade. Though Jefferson imagined the West would 

secure the future of an American republic populated by independent small farmers, slave plantations 

producing cotton for export became the basis of the empire of liberty.
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1790 – 700,000 slaves

1810 – 70% increase  - to 1.2 million

By 1860 – slaves were 1/3 of southern population

1860 – tripled to 4 million

Even though cotton agriculture in some sense commercialized the South, it did not create a dynamic and 

diversified economy. Cotton plantation slavery simply spread the agrarian, slave-based social order of the 

eastern states westward. The Cotton Kingdom remained rural, and the south’s transportation and banking 

systems were underdeveloped arms of the plantation economy. Manufacturing and technological 

development here lagged, compared to the North.

In the North, the market revolution and westward expansion spurred changes that transformed the region 

into an integrated economy of commercial farms and manufacturing cities. Once isolated farmers, now 

connected to distant markets by new transportation routes and credit, sold more goods and acquired more 



cash, which they used to purchase more goods they once made at home. Western farmers sold their goods and 

found credit in growing eastern cities. Credit allowed them to purchase land, fertilizers, and new agricultural 

machines, such as the steel plow and the reaper, which greatly increased agricultural productivity in goods such 

as wheat.
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Though planters made more laws enhancing the power of masters over their slave property, violence, 

such as whipping, was at the center of the institution and its perpetuation. As slavery became entrenched, 

race became a more significant line of social division. Whites more and more saw free blacks as 

dangerous and unwanted and restricted the rights given earlier to free blacks, such as gun ownership and 

the vote (for free, landowning black men). Because Virginia by law required freed slaves to leave the 

colony, free blacks remained a very small part of the population.
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